
DDLIST is one of the handiest of the newer tools in ISPF. What
started out as a nice interactive way to interface with your
TSO session’s allocated files has grown into an indispensable

tool in the technical ISPF user’s toolkit.
DDLIST was formerly known as ISRDDN. DDLIST is actually just a

command entry in the ISPCMDS table that allows an ISPF user to invoke
ISRDDN by typing in DDLIST as a primary command. You can still type
in TSO ISRDDN to launch this power-packed dialog if you so desire.

The dialog that is invoked by typing DDLIST might start out as a
scrollable, interactive list of allocated files but it is much more than
that. This month, I’ll focus on the Browse command of DDLIST. It is
powerful, useful and well worth spending some time exploring.

NOT A FILE BROWSE—A MEMORY BROWSE

This is the first point to clarify. The Browse command of DDLIST is
not used to browse data files. It is used to directly browse the memory
of your TSO session or common operating system storage.

It is critical that you focus on this memory viewing function. Once
you understand how to use the Browse command of DDLIST to peer
into memory locations, it will super charge your debugging—in any
language. I have used it heavily with Assembler, COBOL and REXX
debugging in conjunction with ISPF dialog testing.

It can also be used right alongside the LE Debug Tool and other com-
mercial debugging tools, such as Compuware’s Xpeditor, that run in
TSO/ISPF, on code that has nothing at all to do with TSO/ISPF.

Anytime that you can set a breakpoint in a running program, running
under your TSO/ISPF session, you can (and should) find a way to use
the Browse command of DDLIST.

Plus, as you learn how to use Browse, you can teach yourself a lot
about the internal memory structures of z/OS and many other soft-
ware products.

GETTING THE ADDRESS

So if the Browse command of DDLIST allows you to look at mem-
ory, where (at what addresses) do you begin looking? This is a good
question because if you don’t know what addresses to peek at, the
Browse command won’t do you any good.

There are two ways to acquire the addresses that you need to see.
These are:

� By reviewing the Data Areas manual of z/OS or whatever software
product that you are working with. Examine the Assembler
DSECT layouts and read about any chaining, displacements and
other forms of dynamic memory linkage.

� At run-time, by including code in your program that returns the
addresses of fields (in storage) that you want to look at.

This month, I won’t have the time or space to cover the run-time
acquisition of addresses. Instead, I’ll demonstrate how to manually
chain through memory to view things.

MEMORY ADDRESSING 101

Many fundamental memory chains in z/OS start at the simplest of
addresses: Address 0 (actually, X’00000000’). There is a documented
control block at Address 0 known as the Prefixed Save Area, or PSA.

Knowing this, drag out (or point your mouse at) the Data Areas man-
ual that contains the PSA DSECT (IHAPSA) and follow along.

� Invoke DDLIST
� Type Browse 0.

Note that the dot after the zero is required (“Browse 0.”). This follows
on to TSO TEST syntax where “hard” addresses must be delimited by a
period. Figure 1 shows what the PSA looks like on a z/OS V1R4
machine running FLEX-ES.

I like to call DSECTS (and COBOL “01 Levels”) context maps.
Why? Because they put the raw data into a context that makes sense,
that’s why. Just looking at the rows of fullwords in Figure 1 doesn’t tell
you much. You need to see how each field is defined. You need context.

What if I told you that the PSATNEW field at offset +21C (decimal
540) from Address 0 was the address of your TSO session’s primary
TCB? OK, now we have somewhere to go.

� Type in the word Browse and place the cursor anywhere within
the fullword at offset +21C (PSATNEW)

� Press Enter

Now you are viewing the memory that is mapped by the TCB DSECT
(IKJTCB). I should also mention that this browse of the TCB is “stacked”
on top of the previous browse of the PSA. That is, by pressing PF3 (END),
you will return to the screen that shows the PSA memory.

As you continue to invoke Browse, you will continue stacking up
screens. This is a good thing, believe me.

YOU’VE JUST “RUN A CHAIN”

That’s right. If you were coding what I just described in a program
instead of doing it by hand, the code might look like what is shown in
Figure 2. Both Assembler and COBOL examples are shown.
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To me, it is very important to use a tool like Browse under DDLIST to
get a feel for what the memory structures actually look like. I’m a bit dense
this way. It helps me to plod along in slow motion, at the “speed of Jim”—
taking my time to ensure that I really grasp where I’m headed, what the
“raw data” looks like and what things I might discover along the way.

ON TO THE TIOT

Now that you are viewing the primary TCB of your TSO session, try
this additional Browse invocation:

� At offset +C (decimal 12) in the TCB (this TCB is the one that
PGM=IKJEFT01 is running under), type in Browse as a command,
place the cursor anywhere within the fullword at offset +C and
press enter.

You should now be looking at the memory-resident table known as
the Task Input Output Table, or TIOT (IEFTIOT1).

In the fixed header of the TIOT, there are three eight-character fields:
The job name, the step name and the PROC step name of the active job.
The “job” is actually a “TSU”—Time-Sharing User. It is your own
TSO session. Refer to Figure 3.

CONCLUSION

Don’t fret about damaging anything when using the Browse com-
mand of DDLIST. Just like its close cousin, ISPF Browse (for files),
you can’t change anything or otherwise alter the memory that you are
viewing. Browse is always read-only.

Browse in DDLIST has many other features, nifty parameters and
cleverly implemented aids. I highly recommend reading more about the
Browse command in the DDLIST tutorial, always just a press of your
HELP key away.

For example, if you create a small sequential file containing TSO
TEST style address chaining, you can name data areas and simply
browse them by name. For example: B TIOT or B TCB or whatever
you like. This allows you to sort of “program” the memory chaining so
you don’t have to constantly repeat all the stacked Browse commands.

Give the Browse command of DDLIST a test drive. I think you’ll
like it.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of Concentrated Logic Corporation,
a Glendale Heights, IL-based software development firm specializing in
TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design. He can be reached at conlogco@attbi.com.
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The numbers with the plus signs running vertically in the left-hand column are offsets
from the address chosen to Browse. The numbers in parentheses are the actual
addresses. Since this screen shows Address 0, they are the same.

FIGURE 1: THE SCREEN DISPLAYED BY BROWSE 0

The job name is MOORE (my TSO-id), running in step ISPFPROC within proc step
ISPFPROC. Note that the “plus-sign” offsets no longer match the actual addresses
because the browsed address is far removed from zero. Note also that the TIOT is
located “below the line” (AMODE 24) because the high-order byte of the address is
all zero – X’00’.

FIGURE 3: BROWSE OF THE TIOT

Data areas are not shown. In COBOL, the “control blocks” would be defined as “01
Levels” within the Linkage Section. In Assembler, the DSECTs would be pulled in at
assembly time from the SYSLIB DD name. 

Assembler

SR  R6,R6            . Clear R6 to Zero
USING PSA,R6           . BASE the PSA

L   R7,PSATNEW       . Load R7 with TCB address
USING TCB,R7           . BASE the TCB

COBOL

Set Address of PSA-01-Level To Null.
Set Address of TCB-01-Level To PSATNEW-Pointer.

FIGURE 2: TWO CODE SAMPLES THAT SHOW THE PSA ->TCB CHAINING


